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Family Experience: West Sussex Compass Impact 

Keeley is a friendly, creative and determined twelve year old young lady who has a clear sense what 

she likes and dislikes. Keeley can get stressed by new people and new places and mainly goes out 

with her mum. 

Keeley has had a Compass Card for over a year. ‘We use the Compass card all the time’ says her 

mum Jane. 

Impact 

The Compass Card has had two main impacts on Keeley – it has enabled her to be able to take part 

in the activities she really likes as often as she wants, and it has also allowed her to try new things 

without cost being such a big factor. 

Jane says ‘Without the card, we couldn’t go out as much and we’d just be sitting indoors’ 

‘We go to our favourite attraction pretty much every week – Keeley loves it there, it’s her thing’  

Another big favourite is the Sealife Centre Annual Pass – ‘Keeley really loves animals. She‘s happy 

doing that. We go on the bus to Brighton and to the Sealife Centre to see all the things there we saw 

last week!’ 

Keeley also uses the Compass Card to go swimming ‘Keeley mainly goes to our local pool because it 

is close but it means she can also go to the K2 too’. 

Having the Compass Card ‘means you know which places you can go back to. We went to an 

attraction once, we thought Keeley would like it but she hated it. So we know not to go back, 

without having spent lots of money’. 

Keeley feels confident when she goes to familiar places – ‘Keeley tells the staff that she is the grown 

up and she is taking me in! They recognise her now’. Keeley has told the staff that she really doesn’t 

like the audio guide that they do – especially the loud noises on the audiotrack - ‘She was really clear 

with them - she told them that they weren’t thinking about sensory needs when they did that. The 

staff thanked her for her input!’  

Getting information from the Compass Team is really helpful. Jane said ‘When we get the emails 

from Compass about new things that have been added I talk to Keeley about them. We might try to 

go to the football soon. Keeley is thinking about it!’ 

‘With the card, we can go places, Keeley can join in, and it’s not costing a fortune’ 

‘It’s a brilliant scheme’ 

‘I’m really impressed with the Compass Card. I’d like to thank whoever thought it up!’ 

 

 


